
Skip the prep and enjoy drawing these beautiful Sea Shells with pro results while you improve your blending and 
shading skills. Use your favorite colored pencils for complete coverage of underpainting. View the guide for color 
suggestions and tips. This exclusive photo is royalty-free, giving you the confidence to post, print, or sell your 

finished artwork. Once finished, trim to fit a standard 8×10” mat or frame.

TURN THIS GRIZAYE IMAGE INTO A WORK OF ART!

  PHOTO                 |             GRIZAYE            |             FINISHED

STEP-BY-STEP
By Sarah Coghan



GRIZAYE DRAWING COLOR GUIDE

These colors are just suggestions. We always recommend you may also 
want to incorporate a black, white and blender. Mix your colors to get 
the closest match. Pick your colors on your own or compare swatch to 
your favorite colored pencil brand



There is no right or wrong way to render these sea shells, but 
following these tips may help you succeed in getting realistic 
results. 
Define the darkest areas first to preserve the detail. Next, layer 
in your mid-tones keeping your brightest areas the color of the 

paper. Then, go in with your lightest colors. Use your blender 
to smooth transitions and to fill in the tooth of the paper. Use 
white to make your highlights pop. Go over all areas to deepen 
your tones to create a professional look. Good luck and most of 
all, have fun!

GRIZAYE DRAWING TIPS



I wanted to add some additional thoughts on the kit. Maybe just as a white and a black pencil are 
recommended in addition to the selected palette of colors, it would also be good to recommend a 
blue, red, and yellow to “fine-tune.” 

SARAH COGHAN’S TIPS



Getting highlights and details/correcting mistakes: I found an electric eraser and a dry pen nib help-
ful.  I used the pen nib because I like how I can cut an edge broader than that of my thin knife.  (We 
also recommend a set of embossing tools to get just the right size, available in our store.)

SARAH COGHAN’S TIPS



SARAH COGHAN’S TIPS

Some other artists have a good method of simplifying sand, but when I tried to (for example, 
below the blue shell on the top left), I wasn’t very happy and ended up reworking it a bit. The key 
is to keep the shapes and colors different.  I’m not very good at doing that without following the 
reference photo closely. 



Easiest shells to color: White scallops. Favorite shells to color: Brown-spotted white conical shells; 
they weren’t too detailed and yet still looked nice. Hardest shells to color: Teal snail shells due to the 
complexity of all the patterns, colors, and highlights. I hope my pictures and videos will prove helpful.

SARAH COGHAN’S TIPS

We hope you enjoy creating these Sea Shells and know your results are going to be amazing. Please share 
your finished piece with us on our Facebook Grizaye group at www.facebook.com/groups/grizaye.

Visit our website for more kits, downloads, accessories, and videos. Sign up for our Newsletter to be up to 
date on Grizaye news! www.girzaye.com



WORK-IN-PROGRESS CLOSE-UPS



WORK-IN-PROGRESS CLOSE-UPS



Visit our website to view and collect all our kits!
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